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Biomonitoring -> sustainability

• What is biomonitoring about?
• Population numbers for individuals?
• Environmental health system

– System and group scale metrics
– Actions in public space
– Characterizing unknowns

• Moving towards sustainability
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Household chemicals

• [Images omitted]
– Glue
– Bug spray
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Combustion sources

• [images omitted]
– Urban wildfire
– Gas stove
– Candle
– Home fireplace
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Dust, furniture, carpets
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Packaging
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Personal care products
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13From the draft Bay Area Sustainable Communities Strategy 2011.  Example of 
setting multi factorial targets on a regional basis. 
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Predicting for individuals?

• Differences between population and 
specific, named individuals

• Locus for analysis and actions is in 
public spheres

• What can we manage?
• Limited capacity to provide any 

individual level advice
• Current knowledge always on a 

trajectory
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Lowering of CDC-recommended action level for blood lead in 
children over time.  ATSDR. Case Studies in Environmental 
Medicine (CSEM)

Even for lead, advice has been wrong
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WHO.  Childhood Lead Poisoning.  2010.
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Fig. 1. Generic description of method for deriving the BE

From Hayes et al, 2008. Regul. Toxicol. Pharmacol. 51 (2008), pp. S4–S15 
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Overcoming past dynamics

• Strong political opposition to health 
based reference levels
– Do results represent political or 

scientific process?
– IRIS viewed as “failing” system 

• Ethical concerns in using these for 
individual results 

• Can we propose solutions? 
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Purview of environmental health
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Bringing in new factors and places
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Broader picture of significance

• Cumulative impacts of multiple 
environmental factors and other 
stressors
– Social determinants

• Sensitive windows for exposure
• Background 
• Variability in sensitivity and 

response
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105451. (a) As appropriate, the program shall utilize the principles of 
the agency’s Environmental Justice Strategy and 
Environmental Justice Action Plan developed pursuant to 
Sections 71110 to 71113, inclusive, of the Public Resources Code, so 
that the activities of the panel and the implementation of the program 
provide opportunities for public participation and community capacity 
building with meaningful stakeholder input. This strategy and plan shall 
accord the highest respect and value to every individual and community 
by developing and conducting public health and environmental 
protection programs, policies, and activities in a manner that promotes 
equity and affords fair treatment, accessibility, and 
protection for all Californians, regardless of race, age, 
culture, income, or geographic location.
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Think of a system

• Functions rather than static topics
– Obtaining data and information
– Analyzing and reaching conclusions
– Providing information to audiences
– Taking effective actions
– Evaluating to improve and correct

• Network rather than any institution
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Kyle, 2007.
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Group scale metrics

• Occurrence metrics
– What is present and where?

• Time trend metrics
– Better or worse?

• Burden metrics
– Variability in overall burden
– Combine with other stressors?

• Geographic metrics
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System scale metrics

• Percent of phenomena represented
– What percent of chemicals in use are 

represented?
– How much of exposure do we understand?

• Percent of investigation completed
– Where we are on trajectory of research
– Likelihood that we are close to true 

estimate
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The Unknowns

• There is probably more that we 
don’t know than we do know

• Can we devise metrics?
• Work on this systematically

– What percent of exogenous 
compounds did we measure?

– What percent of air releases do we 
monitor or account for?
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Inequality metrics
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Sustainability
• In the context of climate change
• Contemporary biomedical and epidemiological research has evolved to 

explore details of relations, and their variants, within an essentially 
normally functioning, constant, external world. Climate change, however 
. . . 

• shifts our focus far beyond the familiar and specific 
conceptualisation of disease as a result of individual 
behaviours, local environmental toxins, occasional heat 
waves, and genetics. . . . 

• consider risks at the whole-population level, informed 
by an understanding of ecological relations and the 
imperatives of environmental sustainability. 

AJ McMichael, M Neira, et al. Lancet.   374 (9707, 19 Dec 2009-
1 Jan 2010): 2123-25
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Biomonitoring for sustainable 
communities
• Public health actions

– Focus on public venues not individuals
• Participate as part of system
• Connect to larger movement
• Human scale; resilience 

– communities and regions
• Allow for aspirations for improvement

– reduced exposure and toxicity
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